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ast week’s Tory split over the
House of Lords provided a fore-
taste of the kind of deep divi-

are ruled. If hereditary power is so
archaic and undemocratic, then what
about the monarchy itself and the
whole constitutional monarchy sys-
tem? To save themselves and old Brit-
ain from new Britain requires derailing
Blair’s programme.

The House of Lords with its Tory
majority has proved to be a very use-
ful salient. This was admirably dem-
onstrated by their lordships’ refusing
five times to sanction Blair’s plans for
electoral reform for next year’s Euro-
pean elections. The Tories may be
impotent in the Commons, but Hague
has to some extent been able to make
up for that simply through issuing
blocking instructions to his col-
leagues in the Lords.

Clearly Blair has an interest in
putting an end to this state of affairs.
If he could get away with it he would
replace the chamber of Tory privilege
with a chamber of Labour patronage.
However, the events of the last week
show that he was prepared to com-
promise.

A bloc of mainly Tory hereditaries
will remain. Instead of pushing ahead
with the immediate abolition of all 759
hereditaries, Blair offered a stay of ex-
ecution for 91 of them. This would
allow the most active to retain their
cherished seats until stage two of the
Lords reform was implemented, when
many of them expect to find a place
for themselves - through election or
nomination, depending on the final
structure of the reformed second
chamber.

It was the fact of compromise that
caused the rift between the party
leader and Tory peers - Lord
Cranborne was sacked supposedly
because he did a secret deal with La-
bour behind Hague’s back. The di-

vide between the two arms of Con-
servatism was amply illustrated by
the support Hague won amongst
MPs for his stance, while Tory peers
overwhelmingly backed Cranborne.

When Hague sacked Cranborne, 80
out of around 100 Tory peers sided
with their ousted leader in a meeting
immediately afterwards. The entire
front bench in the Lords offered to
resign; four of them did anyway de-
spite being asked to stay on by
Hague; two backbenchers resigned
from the party. Hague had to virtu-
ally beg Cranborne’s former deputy,
Lord Strathclyde, to take over the job,
yet he had himself been fully in-
volved in Cranborne’s dealings.
Strathclyde (full name - Thomas Gal-
loway Dunlop du Roy de Blicquy
Galbraith) is himself a hereditary, and
he insisted that the agreement struck
by his predecessor - to cooperate in
reducing the number of hereditaries
to 91 in exchange for dropping plans
to ditch the lot - is still on.

Cranborne clearly believed that
Hague could be bounced into accept-
ing the “extraordinary good deal”,
which would have “made the prime
minister eat his words” in pulling back
from an immediate abolition of all he-
reditary voting rights. Cranborne was
evidently speaking for the majority of
peers when he said he would “rather
do a deal than die gloriously”, and
added: “My primary loyalty has to be
to the House of Lords.”

But Hague had wanted them to
make a “principled stand”. He was
willing to fight to the last lord, and
was still insisting last weekend: “It is
wrong to destroy the independence
of the House of Lords and replace it
with a ‘house of cronies’.” Their “in-
dependence” is only from this gov-

ernment of course, not from party,
class or individualistic interest. How-
ever, as The Daily Telegraph com-
mented, the peers had “no stomach
for a protracted struggle against the
government’s legislative programme”
(December 5).

The paper’s editorial of the same
day backed the Conservative leader’s
actions: “It cannot be proper to med-
dle with the upper house unless there
is a specific and obviously better al-
ternative on offer.” But it continued:
“Mr Hague’s only real failing - and it
is a serious one - was to have be-
come so out of touch with his party
in the Lords. He ought to have seen
that the Tory peers were hankering
after a deal. A commander is no bet-
ter than his troops at the front.”

While the Telegraph has a
straightforward and downright reac-
tionary position - why “meddle” with
something that is working so well? -
Hague’s stance is highly contradic-
tory and hypocritical in the extreme.
He now claims - along with his entire
shadow cabinet - to have been mi-
raculously converted to the notion
of an accountable second chamber,
and is bringing forward to March next
year the report from the semi-inde-
pendent commission he set up, in or-
der to beat Blair in the race to table
proposals. Meanwhile, not to be out-
done, Labour is scurrying to find a
chair for the official royal commission
which will make stage-two recommen-
dations for the second chamber’s
structure and composition.

There can be no doubt that the Tel-
egraph’s criticisms of Hague are well
aimed. If he had read the mood of his
peers, he could have embraced
Cranborne’s deal and gloated over
Labour’s retreat. Instead he ended up
accepting Blair’s offer anyway, but
succeeded in destroying his author-
ity in the Lords in the process. It now
looks most unlikely that he will be able
to persuade the Tory peers to block

government legislation, as he did with
its European proportional represen-
tation bill. Indeed there is now a
greater chance that New Labour will
manage to bring in PR in time for the
1999 Euro elections. Hague’s strategy
in therefore in crisis.

Revealingly, Tony Benn has been
virtually alone on the Labour benches
in criticism of Blair’s compromise. He
claimed that there would be no fur-
ther incentive to complete the reform,
as both sides would be happy: the 91
most active hereditaries would be able
to continue as before, while Blair
would eventually be able to stuff the
Lords full of cronies. However, the
abandonment of stage two appears
more and more unlikely, now that the
Conservatives are paying lip service
to reform.

What view should communists
take of Blair’s reform of the second
chamber? We do not belittle it as ir-
relevant to the working class because
it “will not create a job, a hospital bed
or a decent pension for anyone”, as
does Andrew Murray in the ultra-
economistic Morning Star (Novem-
ber 27). On the contrary communists
want to take democracy way beyond
the narrow confines of Blair’s revolu-
tion from above. The second cham-
ber - whether it is partially elected (by
direct franchise or electoral colleges),
filled with nominees or contains ele-
ments of both - will have one pur-
pose: to provide ‘checks and
balances’ on democracy. It will help
insure the ruling class against radical
change from below.

While the bourgeoisie seeks to re-
form the Lords, communists and demo-
crats demand the abolition of the
second chamber, lock, stock and bar-
rel. While the ruling class wants to
phase out heredity from the Lords
alone, we call for the immediate aboli-
tion of the whole constitutional mon-
archy system l

Jim Blackstock

sions amongst the establishment that
Blair’s constitutional revolution will
provoke.

It is true that his far-reaching
changes are being introduced from
above. There is no great social move-
ment from below - one that could
oblige the bourgeoisie to seek to rule
in a new way. On the contrary the
working class is at present so docile
that it does not exist at all in a politi-
cal sense. Yet, even when all below is
quiet, radical reform of the constitu-
tion will at the very least cause con-
flict at the top. That is why our class
must be prepared - initially through
propaganda - to take advantage of the
establishment’s difficulties, and why
it is essential for the left to break with
its ingrained economism and recog-
nise the vital importance of the strug-
gle for democracy.

As any of the broadsheets will tell
you, this is not the first time this cen-
tury that reform of the Lords has been
tried. As far back as 1911, following
Lloyd George’s successful bid to re-
duce the powers of the upper house,
more fundamental change was prom-
ised. It never happened. Labour made
a half-hearted attempt to abolish he-
reditary peers in 1968. It failed. Hence
throughout the 20th century the sec-
ond chamber remained a bastion of
reaction with an overwhelming inbuilt
Tory majority.

The Tories fear that Blair’s project
of remaking Labour as the permanent
party of government in the form of
Lab-Libism - and the constitutional
‘vandalism’ necessary to ensure it -
opens up the possibility of British
‘subjects’ questioning the way they
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Anti-fascists are celebrating victory after
the neo-Nazi National Front failed to hold
a planned march in Dover. The NF had
aimed to capitalise on hostility local rac-
ists have been whipping up against the
400 asylum-seekers currently housed in
the area.

Twice before (in November 1997 and
February 1998) the NF were bussed in from
the West Midlands and elsewhere to march
in the town. On both occasions they met
strong resistance from anti-fascists. This
time they were forced to abandon their
march after anti-fascists got the NF’s
coach from the West Midlands cancelled.
Newbury Travel, the company which has
twice before brought the NF to Dover,
caved in under pressure from anti-fascists.
Seven trade union branches in the Birming-
ham area had passed resolutions con-
demning the company for transporting the
NF. The police said that the NF march was
being cancelled, although they refused to
tell journalists why.

Over 200 anti-fascists from London and
the South East had gathered in Dover. In
the early afternoon they marched along
the seafront, where the NF had intended
to hold their march. The banner of the Lon-
don region Fire Brigades Union was car-
ried on the march and the secretary of the
local Rail, Maritime and Transport union
was among the marchers. Anti-fascists
also gathered in Dover town square and
leafleted shoppers throughout the morn-
ing.

Several vanloads of police were present,
but they kept a low profile and did not
interfere with the anti-fascist march. The
transport police were out in force with
dogs at Dover Priory railway station, ap-
parently in case the NF turned up by train.
It was rumoured that a few fascists were
roaming around the town in ones and
twos, but this information has not been
confirmed. One local racist turned up at
the seafront apparently with the intention
of supporting the NF, but after being chal-
lenged by anti-fascists he walked away.

Dover

On December 5 the Irish Republican So-
cialist Party held its ard fheis (national con-
gress) in Dublin. Approximately 90
delegates attended, including two repub-
lican socialist prisoners of war from Long
Kesh and two from Portlaoise (including
Eddie Hogan, serving a 40-year sentence,
the longest of any republican POW).

In addition to party delegates, two rep-
resentatives of the Irish Republican So-
cialist Committees of North America
(including the North American Coordina-
tor) and nine representatives of the IRSP
Britain were present. Also present were
three observers from the Italian left, one
from the German left, one from the Aus-
trian left, and one from the British left.

The year 1998 will be remembered in Irish
history as the year the ‘Good Friday
Agreement’ emerged as an answer to the
age-old conflict between Ireland and Brit-
ain.

The Good Friday Agreement is the lat-
est in a long line of stalled ‘solutions’ that
fail to address the core issues of the con-
flict. The IRSP reject the agreement. We
believe that, far from offering the people
of Ireland justice, equality, and peace, it is
in fact a betrayal. Not a betrayal of nation-
alism or unionism, though some would ar-
gue that it betrays both, but a betrayal of
the genuine hope of the people for a
peaceful future.

We opposed the GFA in the joint refer-
enda because it institutionalises sectari-
anism, fails to properly address the
imperialist role that Britain has played in
Ireland and locks the Irish people into a
capitalist alliance that will benefit only the
rich to the detriment of the Irish working
class.

The IRSP has always taken the view that
the conflict in Ireland was more than a
struggle against British occupation. It re-
mains our view that the removal of the Brit-

ish presence is a prerequisite to tackling
sectarianism and addressing the capitalist
system that continues to inflict poverty
on the vast majority of the population in
what is one of the richest economies in
Europe.

The agreement has elevated sectarian-
ism into an acceptable political philoso-
phy, to which the continued sectarian
murder and intimidation campaign by loy-
alists bears witness. For unionists the GFA
is as much a weapon to oppose the na-
tionalist working class as the rifle or gre-
nade.

We also take this opportunity to con-
demn without reservation a number of sec-
tarian attacks carried out by so-called
nationalists on protestant homes in the
Blacks Road area of West Belfast. To at-
tempt forced evictions is to perpetuate the
myth that sectarianism is the sole cause of
our problems.

Committing ourselves to a republican
socialist agenda, we also have to acknowl-
edge that the agreement is a reality. It has
changed the political climate in Ireland.
Time will tell whether the changed politi-
cal climate will benefit the Irish working
class - it is our view that it will not. But it is
imperative that the IRSP begins the pro-
gramme of work, internal and external,
alongside the debate and consultation rel-
evant to the political climate in which we
have to work.

The outgoing ard comhairle have pro-
vided the leadership and direction neces-
sary to steer the party through the changed
political climate in 1998. This has been
achieved without compromising our re-
publican socialist and working class poli-
tics. Our objective is the removal of the
British presence, both political and eco-
nomic, from Ireland and the establishment
of a 32-county independent Irish Socialist
Republic.

We take this opportunity to thank the
members of the ard comhairle who resigned
for personal reasons during the past year.
We acknowledge the personal sacrifice
these comrades have made over the years
in pursuit of republican socialist politics.
But for their contribution and sacrifices,
the IRSP would not be in the healthy posi-
tion that it is now. We wish them well in
future endeavours in the knowledge of their
continued support for the republican so-
cialist movement.

However, having learned from the past,
we now look to the future. As we enter the
new millennium it is imperative that repub-
lican socialist politics remain relevant - that
is the task for all of us. Let the 1998 ard
fheis signal the beginning of that work.

IRSP

On October 15, Ra Hun, vice-chairman of
the Chiba branch of Chosen Soren (a pro-
North Korea organisation in Japan), was
brutally murdered. The context for this hid-
eous crime is the climate of hysteria and
fear whipped up by the Japanese bour-
geoisie following North Korea’s launch-
ing of a satellite on August 31. The office
of the Chiba branch was destroyed by fire.

More than 50 attacks against people of
Korean ancestry have been reported in the
last month, with schoolchildren being tar-
geted the most.

Our political differences with the
Stalinist Chosen Soren, which hails North
Korea as the “great socialist fatherland”
and promotes dangerous illusions in a
“peaceful reunification” with South Ko-
rea, are many. As Trotskyists, we stand
for the unconditional military defence of
North Korea and other bureaucratically de-
formed workers’ states. We call for the
revolutionary reunification of Korea
through a proletarian socialist revolution
in the South and a proletarian political revo-
lution in the North to oust the Confucian
Stalinist bureaucracy.

We place no reliance on this capitalist
government, which is the enemy of the
working class and oppressed. At a No-
vember 11 demonstration in Tokyo held

by Chosen Soren, the organisers called on
the Japanese government “to prosecute
those responsible for the firebombing at-
tacks, to end the harassment of Korean
school students and to lift sanctions im-
posed on North Korea”. But the capitalist
state is not a neutral power standing above
classes. It is an armed body of men whose
job it is to defend and protect the property
and privileges of the bourgeoisie.

To defend the besieged Korean popula-
tion and its organisations, one must look
to an aroused and class conscious prole-
tariat and its potential allies among all the
oppressed, not to the government. Worker/
minority defence guards should be formed
to defend Chosen Soren. This requires an
uncompromising fight against the poison-
ous racism which divides the working
class.

The leaders of all three trade-union fed-
erations have criminally refused to organ-
ise non-Japanese workers into common
unions with their Japanese brothers and
sisters. The labour movement must de-
mand an end to the exclusion of ethnic
Koreans from employment at major corpo-
rations and must organise integrated in-
dustrial unions. It must also champion full
citizenship rights for everyone who lives
in this country, regardless of race or na-
tional origin.

Criminally, virtually the entire left has
lined up behind its own bourgeoisie’s cru-
sade to brand North Korea as a ‘rogue
state’, thereby bearing some responsibil-
ity for the attacks on Koreans in this coun-
try. In its bid to join a capitalist coalition
government, the mass reformist Commu-
nist Party has joined the bourgeoisie’s hys-
teria over the launching of the North
Korean satellite. Within 24 hours, it had
issued a press release denouncing North
Korea for violating Japan’s ‘national sov-
ereignty’. Their members of parliament
then proceeded to vote unanimously for
the government’s resolution condemning
North Korea. This is the logical response
of a party which refused to defend North
Korea during the Korean War, and whose
organisational rules border on outright
racism, stipulating that only Japanese citi-
zens can be members.

The Revolutionary Communist League
was more concerned about the safety of
Japanese boats and ships than the war-
mongering coming out of the mouths of
the bourgeoisie. The Bund (another left
group, formerly called Senkil) advised this
racist government, which is attempting to
starve North Korea into submission, that
its “hysterical response was not in the in-
terest of Japan”.

Tokyo

The Workers Power group habitually re-
fers to most other revolutionary groups
as irrelevant “micro-sects”. According to
the sad self-delusions of this profoundly
inert sect, its influence dwarfs all others.
In its mind’s eye, there is just the Socialist
Workers Party, New Labour and Workers
Power itself competing for the allegiance
of the working class.

Thus, I couldn’t resist a little smirk when
I recently compared the ‘hits’ on the
CPGB’s website and those on the League
for a Revolutionary Communist Interna-
tional (WP’s international umbrella organi-
sation). The two sites have been up for
similar lengths of time.

The scores? CPGB - just under 13,000;
LRCI - 400. Not only does Weekly Worker
outsell the monthly Workers Power four
to one, we outdo them on the net as well.
What was that about irrelevant “micro-
sects”, comrades?

Sheffield

The Independent Labour Network-sponsored national meet-
ing in Doncaster on December 5 brought together about 70
comrades from a wide variety of political backgrounds. De-
spite problems with an over crowded agenda, it represented
a step forward for the left in establishing a united national
challenge to Blair’s Labour in the place where, as Ken Coates
MEP correctly pointed out, it can really be hurt - the ballot
box.

As well as groups of disgruntled Labour Party members
(and those about to become ex-members) who had been drawn
to the ILN, the meeting also had the participation of the So-
cialist Workers Party, the Communist Party of Great Britain,
the Alliance for Workers’ Liberty, Socialist Perspectives, the
Socialist Party in England and Wales and representatives of
the Liaison Group of the Network of Socialist Alliances. While
the agenda precluded a full debate, a particularly useful part
of the meeting was the reports from ILN sympathisers from
around the country, and the contributions from the repre-
sentatives of the national organisations.

These underlined that our movement still functions at a
very low level. Dave Nellist from Coventry - representing
probably the largest and most successful of the Socialist
Alliances so far - described the 400-odd names the organisa-
tion holds as “primarily a mailing list”, with a “couple of
dozen at meetings”. Similarly, Toby Abse of the London ILN
reported his organisation formally had 120 members, with 15-
20 activists coming to committee meetings.

Tediously, the SWP thought it worthwhile prefacing its
remarks - it too “welcomed” the meeting and pledged coop-
eration - with the information that it was currently “an or-
ganisation of 10,000”. Of course, while the SWP is qualitatively
larger than its rivals on the left, its mass influence and base is
almost non-existent. In comparison with what is needed by
the workers’ movement, the political organisations of the
working class are pathetic. All of them, SWP comrades.

That said, as well as this unfortunate truth, the Doncaster
meeting also contained the possibility that some positive
lessons are being drawn from the fragmented and ineffectual
state of the left.

First, the need to seek higher levels of unity. While we
should all be clear that the present negotiations have a nar-
row focus on the coming rounds of elections, more is needed.
It was encouraging that a number of comrades spoke of the
need for “a new workers’ party”. This was a refrain coming
not simply from SPers - who have formally held this position
for a few years - but also comrades currently still members or
at least in the orbit of the Labour Party.

Second, the recognition that the need for an inclusive, demo-
cratic approach is not an optional extra. The cohesion of the
project remains tentative, despite the palpable desire to build
something serious. Thus, it was refreshing to see the ILN
convenors defer to majority votes on proposed names for
this united bloc and emphasise that, while they intended to
adopt a “background paper”, participating regions would
have full autonomy to stand on the platforms agreed through
local negotiation and debate.

Interestingly, the most contentious part of the agenda con-
cerned the joint name to be adopted. Essentially, the debate
was divided between those who urged the meeting to avoid
“narrow class politics”, and “maximise votes” by avoiding
words like ‘socialist’, ‘workers’ or even ‘left’. This approach
- reflecting the pressure of the period of reaction we continue
to live under - had already been anticipated in the notes cir-
culated by the meeting’s convenors, which urged that we
“avoid inviting caricature or using names with (justifiable or
otherwise) negative vibes”, such as ‘revolutionary’, ‘peo-
ples’ or ‘workers’. This was overwhelmingly rejected, with
proposed names like ‘Left Alliance’ and ‘Socialist Alliance’
topping the poll.

Aside from the technical difficulties associated with clear-
ing the hurdles of the new Registration of Political Parties
Act, the involved discussion around a name reflected politi-
cal tensions. Essentially, these flow from differing
orientations. On the one side, there is the attempt of the ILN
to constitute itself as a ‘Labour left in exile’ - neatly encapsu-
lated in the background notes by the chair, Mike Davies,
when he wrote: “We are the real Labour Party. Tony Blair is a
Tory.” On the other, there are those who - whatever their
formal definition of the Labour Party - are moving towards
the need for a new workers’ party, a comprehensive chal-
lenge for the loyalty of the class.

The difference is essentially between those who look for-
ward to taking Blair’s working class voters away from him
forever and those who want to hold them hostage in exchange
for better behaviour.

This tension is likely to resurface in a variety of forms, but
must be no barrier to principled, inclusive cooperation of the
left in an electoral challenge to Blair’s party. In that spirit, the
Doncaster meeting was a useful gathering and its organisers
are to be thanked l

Mark Fischer
national organiser
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London: Sunday December 13, 5pm
- ‘From the revolutionary Jesus to
the imperial Christ’ - speaker Jack
Conrad.
For details phone 0181-459 7146

Manchester: Monday December
21, 7.30 pm - ‘Machinery and large-
scale industry’ in the series on Karl
Marx’s Capital.
For details, phone 0161-798 6417.
E-mail: cpgb2@aol.com.

n
The CPGB has forms available for
you to include the Party and the
struggle for communism in your
will. Write for details.

n

To get involved, contact Box 22,
136-138 Kingsland High Street,
London E8 2NS, or ring Anne
Murphy on 0973-231 620.

n

Public meeting: ‘Marxists and the
Labour Party’
Speakers: Steve Myers (Workers
Fight editorial board); Dave Osler
(Socialist Democracy Group).
Sunday December 13, 2-5pm,
Calthorpe Arms, Grays Inn Road,
near Kings Cross.

n

Support Group meets every Mon-
day, 7pm, at the Station pub,
Warrington Street, Ashton under
Lyne.
Donations and solidarity to
Tameside Unison, 29 Booth Street,
Ashton under Lyne.

n

‘Tal’ presents the British premiere
of ‘War and peace in Ireland’. In-
troduced by internationally ac-
claimed Irish-American director,
Arthur McCaig (‘Patriot games’
and ‘Irish ways’).
Saturday December 12 at 2.15pm,
Rio Cinema, 103 Kingsland High
Road, Dalston, Hackney E8 (near
Dalston Kingsland BR). £5 admis-
sion (£3.50 concessions).

n

Picket of Harmondsworth deten-
tion centre, Saturday December 12,
11.30am-1pm. Colnbrooke by-pass,
Harmondsworth. Transport: Bus
81 from Hounslow West tube or
Bus U3 from Heathrow Airport.
For more information, contact
Close Down Harmondsworth cam-
paign:
c/o 10 Endsleigh Road, Southall,
Middlesex UB2 5QL.
0181-571 5019.

When the December/January issue
of the Socialist Party’s discussion
journal Socialism Today dropped
on my doormat, I searched eagerly
for the elaboration of the SP lead-
ership’s valiant struggle against
the nationalist turn of its Scottish
section or the rightist liquidation-
ism of its Merseysiders - but in
vain. Indonesia, France, Cuba,
USA - all are covered. But for con-
crete questions of the day actually
facing the organisation, we have
to turn to the Weekly Worker.

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Where to get your
Weekly Worker

Fighting fund

What a priceless weapon is the
openness championed by our pa-
per in its struggle for a Communist
Party! And what a small price is
the £400 monthly fighting fund - a
price recognised by comrades BA,
MP, MR and TR, whose contribu-
tions to this week’s total of £57
take the December figure to £102 l

Ian Farrell

ommunists are consistent and
militant fighters for democracy.
This is in marked contrast to

ways amounts to a relatively small fine.
Much to Tatchell’s amazement how-

ever, he found himself being pros-
ecuted under the obscure and rarely
used Ecclesiastical Courts Jurisdiction
Act of 1860 (Section II) - formerly part
of the Brawling Act of 1551 - which
states that “any person who shall be
guilty of riotous, violent or indecent
behaviour in any cathedral church ...
shall be liable to penalty”. Under the
1860 act, whose sole purpose is to give
special protection to the establish-
ment church, Tatchell was liable to a
two-month prison sentence and a
hefty fine. The last time this act was
used in such a manner was in 1967
when two anti-Vietnam war protest-
ers, Nicolas Walter and Jim Radford,
were jailed. They had shouted: “You
hypocrites! How can you use the
word of god to justify your policies?”
as Harold Wilson read a lesson at a
methodist service during the 1966 La-
bour conference.

Tatchell was spared a prison sen-
tence. He was fined £18.60 (a sum car-
rying an ironic message, obviously)
and ordered to pay costs of £320. At
the trial the prosecuting counsel,
Robert Montague, condemned
Tatchell’s protest for being “inappro-
priate both as to time and place; it was
unseemly; it was indecorous.” He sol-
emnly added: “Mr Tatchell is not be-
ing prosecuted on account of any
views that he may hold. It is with re-
gard to the protection of the sanctity

of the place and the time of the par-
ticular occasion.” In his summing up
the Canterbury stipendary magistrate,
Michael Kelly, could also not disguise
his pro-establishment prejudices. He
rounded on Tatchell’s “puerile con-
duct”, and praised the “robust insti-
tution” of the Church of England. Then
again, perhaps Tatchell could always
look on the bright side. Under the origi-
nal 1551 act you had an ear cut off for
a second offence; the other ear cut
off for a third offence and, in the
fourth instance, your face was
branded.

Since the court decision last Tues-
day, there has been a rumbling of dis-
content from reactionaries who claim
Tatchell got off too lightly. Conserva-
tive MP Sir Patrick Cormack thun-
dered: “It is a derisory fine, but his
behaviour was thoroughly outra-
geous.” An editorial in The Independ-
ent echoed the sentiments of Kelly,
declaring that Tatchell’s actions were
“childish and counterproductive, fix-
ing in the public mind an image of gay
rights campaigners as irresponsible
extremists” (December 1). Adding to
the anti-Tatchell offensive, the reac-
tionary wag Richard Ingrams attacked
the “obnoxious and priggish”
Tatchell. The headline to his article
asked: “Why can’t we just stick him
right back inside the closet?” (The
Observer December 6).

Unlike the good and upright
christians who run the Canterbury

court and write leader columns for The
Independent and Observer, commu-
nists do not think it is “indecent” or
“puerile” to protest against the anti-
human doctrines of the state-spon-
sored Church of England, which
prattles on every Sunday about
‘christian love’ and the bliss of the
next life, while denying the full equal-
ity of real sexual relations between
members of the same sex here on earth.
Or if the church does entertain the
possibility - albeit with a slight shud-
der - it thinks that gays and lesbians
should keep their relationships secret,
as if it were something shameful.

There has been resistance to the
anti-democratic nature of this legisla-
tion. The Secular Society, whose na-
tional secretary is now the
aforementioned Nicolas Walter - one
of the two 1966 anti-Vietnam war pro-
testers - denounced the prosecution
of Tatchell and has organised a peti-
tion calling for the repeal of the 1860
act. Signatories include such figures
as Harold Pinter, Ludovic Kennedy,
Alan Bennett, Vanessa Redgrave,
Jonathan Miller and Richard Dawkins.
Communists demand that all such laws
- which exist to protect the Church of
England - be abolished. Above all we
demand the separation of church and
state.

The Secular Society petition infuri-
ated Richard Ingrams. He ridiculed the
signatories, “who apparently think the
law should be abolished leaving Mr
Tatchell free to disrupt worship when-
ever the urge takes him”. He also de-
tected a cunning atheistic plot to
crush all the faithful: “What motivates
these eminent people more than any-
thing is a simple hatred of religion. It’s
not that they don’t approve of free-
dom to worship; they hate the very
idea of worship in the first place.”

Yet Tatchell was right to emphasise
that he had not attacked the christian
religion nor “disrupted the sacred part
of the service”. We too respect the
humanity contained in aspects of
christianity and the humanity of many
practising christians - lay and cleric -
but not the pro-state, anti-sex hypoc-
risy, lies and cant promulgated by the
established church. Frankly, that de-
serves our contempt. Not that we have
any plan or desire to erect an Enver
Hoxha-like atheocracy in Britain - far
from it.

There must be freedom for atheistic
education. But there must also be com-
plete freedom for religious worship l

Eddie Ford

the bourgeoisie. In order to serve their
narrow class interests and hence pre-
serve exploitative capitalist society,
these supposed lovers of freedom like
to ‘cherry pick’ when it comes to demo-
cratic rights. We oppose all abuses
of democracy and fight to extend de-
mocracy to its utmost limit under ex-
isting social and political conditions.
As a logical corollary, this means
sweeping aside all anti-democratic
laws.

Peter Tatchell, leading campaigner
for the gay rights group Outrage, re-
cently ran into one of these anti-demo-
cratic laws that clutter up the British
statute books and keep armies of bar-
risters and solicitors in well remuner-
ated employment. On April 12 he
climbed into Dr George Carey’s pulpit
as the archbishop was about to de-
liver his Easter Sunday sermon in
Canterbury Cathedral. Tatchell was
protesting against Carey’s opposition
to the equalisation of the age of con-
sent for gays and straights - and also
his absolute refusal to countenance
gay fostering. Tatchell was
“scratched and clawed” - to use his
own words - from behind, as frantic
church stewards dragged him away.
One of the cathedral’s vergers, Mark
Punton, actually hit Tatchell’s hand
in a bid to prevent him from using the
microphone. Sounds like a clear case
of assault to me.

There endeth the story, you might
think - with Mr Punton possibly be-
ing cautioned by the police for GBH.
In any other public place, Tatchell
could only have been charged with a
public order offence, which nearly al-
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he election of Royston Bull as
vice-president of the SLP raises
serious questions about the fu-

the need to protect the Labour gov-
ernment from the scandal-mongering
Murdoch press. Bull explains that “be-
ing homosexual cannot help but con-
stantly be recorded as an aberration.
It is always an abnormality.” This, as-
serts the vice-president, “has noth-
ing to do with homophobia, but with
biological reality and with the obvi-
ous clinical/social frustrations and
deviations which give rise to and re-
sult from the homosexual condition”.
This condition, says Bull, is “equally
clearly not remediable, no matter how
enlightened social attitudes become”.

Bull’s view of homosexuality is that
of a liberal, not a communist militant.
He is in favour of “homosexual toler-
ance and understanding”. Beneath
this ‘tolerant’ view is reactionary
prejudice. He lines up behind a noto-
rious reactionary, saying: “Tebbitt’s
comment, implying the emergence of
secret homosexual mafias in many key
institutions, is almost certainly true.”

What the vice-president of the SLP
hates most is the struggle for gay
rights and gay liberation. It is the “gay
rights lobby” that has caused the
problem. There would be no place for
Peter Tatchell in the SLP. The gay
rights lobby refuse “to accept the
clinical description of how homo-
sexual orientation arises out of inad-
equate parenting in the crucial
emotional formative years and espe-
cially up to the age of five”. They
adopt a political stance in which “com-
pensating aggressiveness is substi-
tuted instead, which insists that being
abnormal is perfectly normal or even
as good as or even better than being
straight”. Still Bull finds comfort in the
fact that not all homosexuals are mili-
tant. He says that “many reject this
militant irrationalism, and prefer to
stay in the closet to actually deal more
tolerantly with their own sadness”.

Bull’s opinions on these matters are
reactionary-liberal and nothing to do
with socialism and communism. All
sexuality under capitalism is the prod-
uct of bourgeois morality - and the
needs of the ruling class to control
the masses, including their sexuality.
All sexuality is distorted, dehuman-
ised, alienated by this system of ex-
ploitation. The question is politicised
and revolves around relations of
power. Communism will liberate hu-
manity, including our sexual, as well
as material and cultural, side. The
struggle for communism is the strug-
gle against capitalism, including the
fight for sexual liberation. The strug-
gle for gay liberation is part and par-
cel of that struggle.

Not according to Bull. It is not capi-
talism that is the problem. Homosexu-
ality is a problem of biology from
which there is no escape. His vision
of communism was made in the USSR
circa 1954. It will presumably be more
tolerant of gay “abnormality”, but the
vice-president and his mates, in
charge of a new KGB, will still be out-
side the “bogs” keeping an eye on
things.

Of course Bull is not the central
problem. It is Scargill. But the election
of Bull shows the mess into which
Scargill has landed himself. The whole
working class movement is in a sorry
state, and that includes the SLP. But it
is how you get out of it that is the key
to the future. The whole socialist
movement can see that Scargill is han-

dling it like a petty dictator, sur-
rounded by a bunch of sycophantic
yes-men.

In the Weekly Worker (December 18
1997) I pointed to two main problems
facing the SLP: “The first problem is
the Blair honeymoon … There are still
no mass rebellions, protests or strikes
against this capitalist government.
New struggles would still find the SLP,
despite its obvious weaknesses, well
placed to grow. But at present the SLP
is like a beached whale. An anti-Blair
tide has not yet come in to refloat the
party and lead it out into deeper wa-
ters. The SLP is high and dry. Its mem-
bership is contracting or locked into
tiny branches, which are impotent and
demoralising. It is not a pretty sight.

“The second problem is internal fac-
tion fighting. Internal political strug-
gles are natural and inevitable for any
party seeking to lead an advanced
class. Such battles generate huge en-
ergy. Harnessing this energy is what
gives a party its strength and vitality
to face the future. Whether this proc-
ess has a positive or negative effect
on a party depends on how it is han-
dled.

“Internal differences have been
dealt with in a negative way. They
have been suppressed. This creates
an authoritarian internal regime, which
flatters the cult of the personality.
Opposition to this is inevitable. In its
wake comes a very unhealthy situa-
tion of fear, suspicion, purge and even
physical violence.

“This downward spiral will lead to
the party imploding. This negative
approach has been taken by comrade
Scargill. It expressed itself in the void-
ing of members. It expressed itself in
the NEC statement banning members
meeting to discuss party issues. It
expressed itself in the refusal to ac-
cept the subs of some comrades who
were behind in their payments. It ex-
pressed itself in some highly dubious
decisions to rule motions out of or-
der, especially the federal republican
amendment from Liverpool Riverside
CSLP.

“The positive way to deal with dif-
ferences of opinion is to encourage
the open contest of ideas. The SLP
needs new ideas and new perspec-
tives in order to arm itself for the up-
turn in struggle. The present impasse
is a golden opportunity for education
and debate on matters of programme
and tactics. It is the failure of the SLP

to adopt the democratic methods of
the working class which has done so
much damage and blunted the origi-
nal high hopes of the militants who
joined.”

Whether the battle of ideas within
the SLP is productive or destructive
depends on the politics of the rival
factions. Shortly after the 1997 con-
gress I wrote an analysis of the con-
tending factions in the Weekly
Worker. I identified four basic trends
in the SLP: “First came the right
(Scargill supporters and the Stalinists)
and the right-centre (ex-Fiscs). This
bloc in alliance constitutes the broad
right. Second we had the left-centre
(republicans) and the ultra-lefts (Marx-
ist Bulletin). This picture needs to be
modified by the emergence of some
independent democrats. These com-
rades formed a united front with the
republicans, under the name of the
Democratic Platform. Taken together
the republicans, independents and
Marxist Bulletin constitute the broad
left of the SLP” (Weekly Worker De-
cember 18 1997).

The SLP centre was occupied by
those who see the SLP as potentially
some kind of communist-Labour party
or party of recomposition. I identified
some ex-SWP members and the ex-
Fiscs holding this position. The ex-
Fiscs look to a model like the Italian
Rifondazioni. Those in the SLP centre
who called for a communist-Labour
party, I wrote, pointed out that it “must
necessarily have a democratic inter-
nal regime. A party with a mixed ideo-
logical component could not possibly
work without democratic methods and
procedures. Hence there is a demo-
cratic imperative in the politics of the
centre” (Weekly Worker December 11
1997). For opportunistic reasons, the
ex-Fiscs seem to have ignored this
fact.

I argued: “The present situation is
characterised by the division of the
centre into hostile camps. With this
split the party has no centre of grav-
ity. The centre lacks a common pro-
gramme and has instead been
dominated by the rotten sectarian
manoeuvrings and the elitist politics
of Fisc” (December 18 1997).

The SLP centre was divided over
the witch hunt. The Fiscs supported
Scargill’s attacks on the SLP left. The
republicans saw this as anti-demo-
cratic and opposed it. The Fiscs
blocked with Scargill, Harpal Brar and
Roy Bull. The republicans formed a
united democratic front with the inde-
pendent lefts, Marxist Bulletin and
supporters of the Weekly Worker.

Things have changed since then.
Virtually the entire Trotskyist left has
exited after the 1997 congress. Many
left the party. The Socialist Perspec-
tives group, led by Martin Wicks and
Lee Rock, went in one direction. The
Marxist Bulletin turned from the
Cinderella of the SLP lefts into the
pumpkin of the International Bolshe-
vik Tendency. They are now trying to
get the CPGB to eat Trotskyist pump-
kin pie (I notice that none of this deli-
cious dish is being offered to the RDG).

The witch hunt divided the SLP left
and right and split the centre. The
witch hunt came to an end at the 1997
congress. We left the regime of the
witch hunt to enter the regime of the
block vote. I wrote: “We never had
real democracy under the witch hunt.

What will it be like under the block
vote? Obviously the same but differ-
ent. How different will depend, as al-
ways, on the class struggle inside and
outside the SLP” (Weekly Worker De-
cember 18 1997).

The block vote protected Scargill,
Brar, Bull and Fisc. Everybody else was
excluded by it. Now it has been
wielded against Fisc. They have now
become shocked and outraged ‘demo-
crats’. The Fisc have now become the
main opposition. Yet still their sectar-
ian methods of plotting continue. Not
long ago they organised a meeting of
‘democrats’ in Conway Hall prior to
the 1998 congress. This was history
repeating itself as farce. On the previ-
ous occasion - a meeting organised
by the Campaign for a Democratic SLP
- Terry Dunn was outside alongside
the EPSR’s Adrian Greenman taking
the names of anybody who attended.
Now things are different. When sup-
porters of the SLP Republicans turned
up to Fisc’s meeting, their names were
not put on any official list. They were
simply barred.

Heron and co get up a petition call-
ing for a special congress. Naturally it
does not contain any of the republi-
cans. Perhaps the covering letter read:
‘Dear Arthur, we, your most loyal
members, humbly beg you to accede
to our demands for a special congress.
Please note this petition only has on
it your most loyal supporters and not
any of that other horrible lot that you
hate and we helped you witch hunt.’
Of course Arthur was totally con-
temptuous of this type of crawling
sectarian politics.

He wrote back the same kind of let-
ter that he sent to members of the now
defunct Democratic Platform. Did you
sign this and why? Please reply im-
mediately, etc. Many comrades were
shocked and offended. It was OK
Arthur writing that kind of offensive
letter to that other horrible lot, but not
us. We are loyal democrats.

This has been typical of the prob-
lems. Fisc have pursued a sectarian
political method in which they were
prepared to align themselves not on
the basis of agreed policies but on
expediency. It was previously expedi-
ent for them to align themselves with
Scargill and Bull, and against demo-
cratic methods. Now they have lost
out and Bull has taken Sikorski’s seat
as vice-president, it is expedient for
them to discover that Bull is a
homophobe and how important de-
mocracy within the party has sud-
denly become.

What is now to be done? Very soon
it will be all over for the SLP. The SLP
is degenerating into a Stalinist sect.
The only way to fight this is by form-
ing a united front and openly chal-
lenging Scargill. Given the current
crisis, we need a united front of all
democratic forces in the SLP.
Our demands should be:
l Recall congress - disciplinary action
against Bull, on the grounds that his
views on gay people contradicts the
SLP constitution.
l Support for a broad-based party,
open to communists and ex-Labour-
ites.
l A republican programme which can
unite both communists and Labour-
ites.
l Emphasis on rank and file democ-
racy in the trade unions and
workplaces.
l Support for party democracy and
openness.
l Joint work with other socialist or-
ganisations for agreed aims, includ-
ing cooperation where possible in
elections l

ture of the party. For many SLP mem-
bers, such as London election agent
Tony Goss, this was the last straw.
The SLP is now facing an internal cri-
sis that could prove to be final.

Raging Bull is a hellfire and brim-
stone preacher, who edits the Eco-
nomic and Philosophic Science
Review, the bulletin of a small sect
called the International Leninist Work-
ers Party. He is an anti-communist
witch hunter and homophobe. He
used to be the unacceptable face of
Stockport SLP. But now, thanks to the
backing of Arthur Scargill, he has be-
come the unacceptable face of the
whole party.

Let us consider Bull’s attitude not
only to gay members of the SLP, but
to any member who opposes him. It
was Bull who organised the con-
spiracy to have comrade John Pearson
expelled from the SLP. John’s only
crime was that he stood in the way of
Bull’s total control of the Stockport
branch. The vice-president stitched
up John, lied about him and acted in a
completely unprincipled and undemo-
cratic way to remove him from mem-
bership. Of course he would not have
got away with this except for the fact
that Arthur Scargill had shamefully
backed Bull up.

At the 1997 annual congress Bull
and his gang were the most rabid witch
hunters who sought to stoke up an
anti-communist purge with two mo-
tions from Leicester East and Bristol
East. The first of these motions iden-
tified the major threat to the SLP not
as the Tories and New Labour, but as
the CPGB and Workers Power. These
organisations were full of dangerous
communists and subversives. The
Bullites pointed to the “enemy
within”. Unnamed members were ac-
cused of “sympathising” with these
dangerous organisations.

This was a factional motion in the
worst sense of the word. It was about
one faction trying to oust its rivals
using the good name of the party. It
was a call to start an all-out civil war
inside the SLP. Naturally the Bullite
speakers were at pains to tell congress
that good people had nothing to fear
and they would not be interrogated
by the Stalinist thought police about
their sympathies and impure
thoughts. Of course the NEC did not
support this. Neither did they oppose
it. They simply asked Roy Bull to re-
mit, and he duly obliged.

Bull’s attitude to communists in the
SLP who do not fall into line with him
is mirrored by his attitude to gay mem-
bers of the SLP. Bull has his own hang-
ups about homosexuality. He is never
one to miss the chance of telling eve-
rybody about how he feels on the
subject. The Ron Davies affair is the
latest opportunity for SLP vice-presi-
dent to do his bit of investigative jour-
nalism. Bull is soon searching round
the men’s toilets for evidence of
wrong-doing. Having staked out “the
men’s bogs all the way from Wales to
Clapham Common” and hung around
“the bogs behind the Windmill pub”,
the vice-president was able to report
in the Economic and Philosophic
Science Review (November 3) that
Ron Davies had been seen there on
many occasions. According to the
vice-president, Ron “does very little
in his spare time except cruise the
men’s bogs” where he engaged in “un-
restrained homosexual foraging”.

The vice-president feels very sorry
for Davies. He sees him as a “sad vic-
tim” who was “brutally humiliated” by
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his Saturday’s meeting of the
national executive committee of
the Socialist Labour Party - the

cluding two other EPSR men and ul-
tra-Stalinite Harpal Brar, were comfort-
ably elected.

Clearly, with Bull in high office the
SLP is no longer a viable proposition
for Fisc. The press would only have
to lay hold of his rantings to blow the
entire project, and Fisc know it. So
Brian Heron and Carolyn Sikorski fi-
nally broke their long silence on Bull’s
anti-constitutional “own propa-
ganda” carried in the EPSR. Comrade
Heron proposed a motion at the No-
vember 24 London regional commit-
tee meeting calling on Scargill to
remove Bull from his democratically
elected position. The LRC further re-
solved not to contest next year’s Eu-
ropean elections unless Scargill
agreed to their demand. This black-
mail motion was carried by six votes
to two.

Heron has since circulated London
branches with a report of the LRC’s
stance along with examples of the dis-
gusting homophobia found in the
EPSR. It was the first time he had spo-
ken out on the issue. If the Fisc com-
rades had previously objected to
Bull’s view that homosexuality is an
“emotional and sexual malfunction”,
they had done so very quietly indeed.

Now that Heron and Carolyn
Sikorski (who also came out in favour
of the LRC resolution) have gone
public, there is no way that Scargill
will tolerate them. He was already fu-
rious that they, along with Terry Dunn
and Helen Drummond, were the ini-
tial backers of the ‘Appeal for a spe-
cial congress’, where branches would
be allowed to put motions and amend-
ments, in place of last month’s Man-
chester rally. Even worse, they
circulated copies of Scargill’s corre-
spondence with Pat Sikorski to their
close contacts - and our general sec-
retary considers any disclosure of his
‘private’ comments as an act “detri-
mental to Socialist Labour”, even
when they concern such public mat-
ters as the nature of a working class
party. But of course he regards the
SLP as ‘his’ party, not the property
of the working class.

Comrade Heron is convinced that
he and Carolyn Sikorski will be sin-
gled out for expulsion. He believes
Scargill will view their behaviour as
particularly “detrimental” since they
were both NEC members at the time.

But expulsion is not a foregone con-
clusion. No doubt NEC member John
Hendy, just back from his lengthy
visit to Australia, will caution against
hasty action. Comrade Hendy is the
lawyer who drafted the party’s con-
stitution, and is well aware that the
disciplinary code agreed at the De-
cember 1997 congress cannot be put
into operation, as there were no elec-
tions for a disciplinary body at last
month’s special congress.

No one has yet been expelled from
the SLP under any disciplinary code.
And it is difficult to see how Scargill
could void the membership of former
and current members of the NEC. He
can hardly claim to have just discov-
ered that they were supporters of Fisc
all along and therefore falsified their
membership application forms. Be-
sides, arbitrary action against promi-
nent members would surely further
alienate comrades such as Hendy,
Bob Crow and other more independ-
ent-minded NEC members like Bak-
ers’ Union president Joe Marino, who
all have more than a little respect for
Heron and the Sikorskis.

But Fisc’s pathetic tactics have left
Scargill a better way. Claiming the high
moral ground, he will no doubt label
the call to remove Bull an outrageous
slight against the membership’s demo-
cratic will, and declare the refusal to
contest the Euro elections a breach
of discipline. Scargill could well dis-
solve the LRC and impose his own
loyalist alternative - in the ‘interests
of the party’ of course.

n
I was interested to hear how SLP
member Dave (‘Mick’) Rix would per-
form on last week’s Any questions.
Comrade Rix is the general secretary-
elect of Aslef, the rail drivers’ union,
and is thus, along with Imran Khan,
Bob Crow and Scargill himself, one
of our party’s few public figures.

After a tentative start Mick began
to speak more confidently. But he
hardly differentiated himself from
New Labour on a range of questions.
On the House of Lords he correctly
dubbed the existence of hereditary
peers an anti-democratic anachro-
nism, but he raised the abolition of
the second chamber only as one pos-
sibility to be considered. And he did
not make the obvious link between
the ending of hereditary power and
privilege and the dumping of the mon-
archy.

However, his contribution on the
European Union was just embarrass-
ing. Siding with Tory Nigel Evans, he
thought that the main issue to con-
sider was “whether we should give
up our sovereign power as a nation”.
It was left to Tory defector Emma
Nicholson, now a Liberal Democrat,
to raise the question of the working
class - even if it was from the point of
view of an enlightened bourgeois.
Calling on Blair to join the EU social
chapter, she said of Britain, “A mar-
ket without workers’ rights is a slave
market.”

British road national socialists like
Scargill may mouth phrases about ‘in-
ternationalism’, but their politics tie
in perfectly with national chauvinism.
Unfortunately it seems that comrade
Rix comes from the same BRS
school l

he national council met to dis-
cuss, among other things, pro-

rious they are in wanting the SWP
on board, there is something less
than satisfactory about proposing
terms for unity they themselves think
unacceptable.

More important still, while Richie,
Allan, Phil, Hugh and others advo-
cated the SWP joining the SSP, at
least two NC members took a con-
trary position. Bill Bonnar, not for the
first time, stated in effect that they
would be allowed to join over his
dead body. He never used this pre-
cise phrase, but I do not think he
would deny that this is the reality of
the situation. Bill went further still,
suggesting we stop pussyfooting
around and declare unconditional
warfare on the SWP. He argued that
it was a waste of our time to call on
the SWP to join the SSP because
they do not agree with us on any-
thing significant.

This was certainly not the message
put by Alan McCombes, Colin Fox
and others at ‘Socialism in Scotland’.
And, whatever Bill thinks, the SWP
leadership in turn also accept that
we do have much in common; other-
wise they would not be proposing
an electoral agreement.

It is nevertheless true that differ-
ences remain. The SWP does not,
for instance, agree with Bill Bonnar
(or Jack Straw) that socialists ought
to peddle a cheap and nasty authori-
tarian populist approach to the
drugs issue, to call for a law and or-
der crackdown, rather than to rec-
ognise that this is a health,
education and social problem. Nei-
ther do they accept that the role of
socialists is to fight for a “left gov-
ernment whose aim would not be so-
cialism”. Nor do they celebrate the
Stalinist counterrevolution in Spain
in the mid-1930s. But on all of these
issues it is Bill, not the SWP, which
is marginalised from majority opin-
ion inside the SSP.

Another member of the national
council was won over by Bill’s sec-
tarianism into expressing the exact
same sentiments. Nobody proposed
a motion of censure against either of
these individuals. Why not? It was
suggested to me in the pub after-
wards that perhaps Bill is merely be-
ing more honest than some others. I
could not possibly comment.

I do however recall that during the
Paisley South by-election last year,
one Scottish Socialist Alliance mem-
ber told me that many members
voted very reluctantly for my motion
at the second conference on social-
ist unity. I was told that a cold calcu-
lation had been made giving rise to
fears of considerable damage to the
SSA’s reputation for anti-sectarian-
ism if it was voted down. These
members apparently voted for the
motion only because they were cer-
tain that doing so was ‘risk-free’,
given that the SWP would, in their
opinion, never join the SSA in a mil-
lion years. My confidante never told
me that this was her motivation (al-
though I suspect it was) and I have
no way of verifying if what she said
was true.

But I do have to ask myself
whether the doors are being kept
open for the SWP only for so long
as there is no movement by them in
our direction l

posals for a united left slate in the
elections to the Scottish parliament
embracing the Socialist Workers
Party and the Socialist Labour Party.
The SWP’s proposal was dismissed
out of hand by all bar Allan
Armstrong, Bob Goupillot, Nick
Clarke and myself. While Hugh Kerr
MEP associated himself with the
tone adopted by Allan Armstrong,
and is clearly genuine in wanting to
bring the SWP on board a broad
workers’ party (or else he is a very
good actor), he too voted against any
compromise over a single united
slate.

Phil Stott, Allan Green and Richie
Venton all argued that the only pos-
sible deal with the SWP is for them
to join the SSP. Speaking personally,
my recommendation for all revolu-
tionaries in Scotland, who either do
not want to join the SWP or who are
not allowed to do so, is that they
should join the SSP. Then, as mem-
bers, we should fight within the party
for as much unity with revolutionar-
ies and other socialists outside as
we can achieve. I am convinced that
the editor of Socialist Worker would
not have it any other way.

However, if the SWP does not
agree to join (because the conditions
for joining are considered too oner-
ous, which is at least debatable), the
fallback position of the SSP national
council is utterly unreasonable, and
the SWP leadership will easily be
able to demonstrate this come the
elections.

It is certainly true that a deal on
the first-past-the-post seats is on
offer. However, agreeing to stand
down in seats where they are
stronger than we are could, plausi-
bly, be presented as having less to
do with magnanimity on our part
than with anxiety that our weakness
will be demonstrated if we do not
face reality and give them a free run.
We know that our only chance of
getting anyone elected is via the PR
second vote. The same is true for
the SWP. They will take a lot of con-
vincing before they capitulate to the
SSP on this issue. And, given the
relative size and influence of both
organisations, lack of flexibility on
our part will go down very badly with
the mass of workers who genuinely
advocate an anti-sectarian electoral
alternative to the Blairites and the
tartan Blairites.

As this vote demonstrated, the ma-
jority of the national council think
the SSP are fireproof against accu-
sations of sectarianism because we
are openly calling for the SWP to join.
This is an offer which, I want to re-
peat, is not one the SWP should dis-
miss out of hand. Justification for
doing so should at any rate be based
on detailed tactical grounds rather
than grounds of principle, this be-
ing what we have been given so far.
Nevertheless, this offer is perhaps
not quite what it seems.

While Richie Venton and Allan
Green did repeat this call, and I am
sure they are genuine in making it,
they both expressed certainty that
the offer would not be accepted -
certainly not in time for next May’s
elections. In that case, however se-

Simon Harvey of the SLP

first since the election of the new NEC
- will undoubtedly be dominated by
the rebellion of the London regional
committee under the presidency of
Brian Heron.

Comrade Heron of the Fourth In-
ternational Supporters Caucus lost
his seat on the executive at last
month’s special congress in Man-
chester after Arthur Scargill decided
to dump him, along with fellow Fiscite
Patrick Sikorski, from the leadership
of our party. Comrade Sikorski was
easily unseated from the vice-presi-
dency by Royston Bull, editor of the
wondrously misnamed Economic and
Philosophic Science Review, whose
rabid homophobia has been well
documented by the Weekly Worker.
The only remaining Fisc supporter on
the NEC is Carolyn Sikorski, who was
returned unopposed by the women’s
section.

The three Fiscites were prominent
among the comrades who initially
began discussions with Scargill about
the formation of Socialist Labour
back in 1995 and were elected onto
the leadership at the founding con-
gress in May 1996. They threw them-
selves into the witch hunt of
communists and democrats, and were
fully behind the policy of voiding (ie,
effectively expelling without right of
appeal) comrades alleged to be mem-
bers or supporters of other political
organisations.

Strangely however, they kept quiet
about Bull and the EPSR supporters,
despite the publicity given by the
Weekly Worker and the fact that his
cut-and-paste weekly circulated
openly within the SLP in contraven-
tion of Scargill’s imposed constitu-
tion. Nor did Fisc or any of its
supporters put in an appearance at
the well attended Campaign for a
Democratic SLP fringe meeting at the
1997 2nd congress. This meeting ad-
dressed by Peter Tatchell was de-
signed to expose the homophobia of
the EPSR.

After briefly lending support to the
democratic wing of the party, the
EPSR gang suddenly did a complete
about-turn, switching to sycophan-
tic pro-Scargillism and enthusiasti-
cally embracing the witch hunt.
Although Fisc was prepared to toler-
ate the EPSR as anti-communist min-
ions, Heron and co never for a moment
suspected that the Bullites would
ever be able to win top positions in
the leadership. But they failed to ac-
count for the Scargill factor. King
Arthur brooks no criticism. No inde-
pendent thought, no hint of opposi-
tion. When the full 3rd Congress due
for November 1998 was abandoned
after Scargill had neglected to make
the necessary preparations, Pat
Sikorski had the temerity to criticise
the general secretary for his “over-
centralised” autocratic regime and
issued a mildly worded set of propos-
als aiming to clip his wings.

Scargill decided that Fisc and its
allies had to go. He switched to the
only other contender for vice-presi-
dent, Roy Bull. Scargill even gave
tacit backing to the ‘Campaign to sup-
port Scargill’ at the special congress.
Its seven candidates for the NEC, in-
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Marxist position regarding historic
and non-historic peoples. This is not
an academic debate. In fact, in a pe-
riod in which liberal-democrats are on
the offensive, the Rosdolski-WIL
thesis was that national self-determi-
nation was a principle that was uni-
versal in the phase of early capitalism,
and against Stalinism.

Against Marx, Lenin and Trotsky,
who always subordinated national
rights to class questions, the WIL
adaptation to nationalism led them to
unconditionally support every na-
tional movement even when it was led
by a proto-bourgeoisie against a de-
generated workers’ state.

The WIL formed a new interna-
tional current: the Leninist Trotskyist
Tendency (LTT). It included groups
in different continents and from very
different traditions. The German and
Belgian LTT were inside the Usec and
the Parity Commission with Lambert
and Moreno; the South African CWG
were associated with the International
Committee; the Ceylonese WV were
part of the Sammarakody/VO group-
ing; the Canadian LTG were a new split
from the Spartacists; and the Jamai-
can CWG were a group of comrades
against the PNP. The Swedish AFS
are young comrades that were in the
Usec.

In 1996, when we founded the Liai-
son Committee of Militants for a
Revolutionary Communist Interna-
tional (LCMRCI), the WIL sent us a
very short letter in which they said
that they wanted to discuss with us
in order to create a united tendency
that would have sections in all conti-
nents. We believed that the WIL and
LTT had some progressive positions
and that it might be possible to over-
come their limitations. (Most of the
LTT groupings, before fusing with
the WIL, were discussing with the
LRCI, but the arrogant sectarianism
of WP’s ruling clique avoided any
possible rapprochement.)

We started a process of discus-
sions and we elaborated around 10
joint resolutions. Nearly all of these
documents were produced by us and
one of the current members of WF.
Twice we had international public
meetings. The LCMRCI and the LTT
were capable of forging a serious pole
of attraction that could have created
a framework of political discussion
and revolutionary regroupment. The
USA Workers Voice group and the
Brazilian Internationalist Bolshevik
League wanted to participate.

However, these possibilities were
damaged by some negative pressures
from inside the WIL. On the one hand,
there were many demoralised com-
rades who were pushing the group
to become a passive and fatalistic
club. On the other hand, there were
some comrades that were pushing the
WIL towards the open rejection of
some positions from Marx and
Trotsky.

In the mid-1990s the WIL put a lot
of effort into building its own faction
inside the British Usec section (So-
cialist Outlook). However, instead of
winning comrades from that milieu to-
wards Trotskyism or its traditional
positions, the WIL was being influ-
enced and changed by that milieu. In
1995 the pro-WIL faction made an
unprincipled bloc with SO’s rightwing
faction in order to win the leadership.
This manoeuvre created a very seri-
ous problem inside the WIL. The

comrades who later were to found
Workers Fight originally started to
question the WIL’s orientation.

The adaptation to SO led the WIL
to very Labourite perspectives. The
WIL’s congress (February 1997)
adopted a resolution that referred only
to work inside the Labour Party. At
that time we said that it was correct to
give a critical vote to Labour and build
a faction inside it. But we also said
that revolutionaries should under-
stand that due to Blair’s right turn,
many activists were trying to develop
movements outside a very rightwing
reformist party which had very little
internal life. We argued strongly that
an orientation should be made also
towards Socialist Labour, the Social-
ist Alliances and other movements on
the left of Labour.

In the 1997 general election the
WIL called for a vote for Labour,
Scargill, Sheridan and Nellist. How-
ever, they were against voting for the
remaining 80 socialist candidates
(even in places where SLP candidates
got more votes than Scargill). Later,
the same comrades that were against
any serious tactical orientation to-
wards the SLP called for a fusion with
the SLP’s Socialist Perspectives. Af-
ter their 1997 congress the WIL sim-
ply ignored all its previous
agreements in favour of joint discus-
sions, aggregates and statements
with the LCMRCI. They never gave
any explanation and they never both-
ered to reply to any of our letters.

During 1997 all the internal contra-
dictions inside the WIL developed to
the point where they resulted in the
dissolution of the organisation. The
groups Workers Action and Workers
Fight appeared later.

However, neither of these groups
contained a majority of the WIL’s pre-
vious membership. Most of these
comrades no longer belong to any or-
ganisation. One of the most talented
WIL leaders, comrade Bob Pitt, is pro-
ducing What Next?, a journal which
also carries internal discussions
amongst the LTT. Another very im-
portant WIL leading cadre, Ian H, left
the WIL with other older comrades,
attacking its turn towards the Usec.

The majority of the international
Leninist Trotskyist Tendency does
not back either Workers Action (WA)
or Workers Fight (WF). The German,
Belgium and South African comrades
are critical of both groups. The South
Africans, which is the largest LTT
section, consider that WA is moving
away from Trotsky and towards the
right and that WF is producing a trade
union paper which is not a party or-
gan nor a united front bulletin. The
Canadian group has dissolved. The
Jamaican CWG was not accepted as
a section. The Ceylonese WV are not
very integrated. The Swedish group
has critically backed WA.

The WIL split happened in a non-
serious way. The first issues of Work-
ers Action and Workers Fight did not
give a clear account of the reasons
for the rupture and still the political
motives are unclear. However, follow-
ing the articles that these comrades
published in their own press and in
What Next? it is possible to see their
different political evolutions.

WA is not interested at all in dis-
cussing with any of the groups which
participated in the WIL’s February
congress. They are not interested in
building an international liaison com-

mittee for refounding a Trotskyist in-
ternational. In What Next? No8 a WA
comrade said that they want to
regroup with non-Trotskyist organi-
sations and not necessarily on a
Trotskyist basis.

While WP is so blind that it sees
revolutionary advances in a period
of social counterrevolutions, WA is
going the other way. They are adopt-
ing a fatalistic and pessimistic ap-
proach to history.

In summary, the comrades from WA
are becoming the sort of free-think-
ing pro-Labourites around the Usec
who are always trying to ‘discover’
new mistakes in Marx, Lenin or
Trotsky and new advances made by
western Marxists. In fact, what they
are doing is adapting the positions
of old Mensheviks or centrists.

The main motive that pushed the
WIL’s left wing to create WF was its
battle against the majority’s adapta-
tion towards the Usec and its con-
stant appeals to revise the classics.
WF proclaimed that they were going
to defend the transitional programme
and the necessity of a regroupment
with all the left-oriented Trotskyist
forces.

In that sense they were in general
a progressive split. However, the
comrades are still influenced by the
same WIL methods which they say
they are trying to overcome. In sum-
mary, WF is to the left of WA and is
formulating a necessary, albeit insuf-
ficient, response to the passive and
post-Trotskyist tendency of WA.

However, in a recent statement com-
rade Charlie Langford from Workers
Action wrote that “the central factor
that caused” the dissolution and split
of the WIL was the attitude “that [the
minority] took to the sexual miscon-
duct case that we had to hear and de-
cide on in July 1997.” Comrade Steve
Myers had been accused of the
“unfastening of the clothing and the
sexual touching of a sleeping
woman”. We do not have enough in-
formation on that issue to take a po-
sition and we are still waiting for WF’s
version. However, even if all the ac-
cusations of WA against comrade
Steve are true, nobody has sug-
gested his expulsion from the organi-
sation or from the workers’
movement. He is not being accused
of rape, betraying a strike, or cross-
ing class lines.

When comrade Steve entered the
WIL in early 1997 he was a strong
supporter of the group’s pro-Labour
and anti-LCMRCI wing. We have
many disagreements with the com-
rade and, if the verdict that was
adopted by comrades from the WIL’s
majority and minority (WA and WF)
was correct (something that we do not
know), we most probably would have
voted with them for a suspension of
some months.

However, it is very opportunistic
to try to use this case in order to dis-
credit a new group and avoid a politi-
cal debate. Comrade Steve could be
criticised for his positions and his
moving in and out of different groups.
Nevertheless he has proved to be a
very energetic comrade who has built
very successful campaigns (solidar-
ity with our Bolivian former comrade
Eleuterio Guiterrez, unionisation of
supermarket workers, a big rally
against Le Pen, Bosnia Aid, etc.). His
dedication to the labour movement
produced some significant tragedies

in his own life.
It is very dishonest of the comrades

of WA to try to take the opportunity
of a possible mistake to sideline him.
They claim that this incident would
have paralysed the WIL, so it was
necessary to dissolve the organisa-
tion and to found a new group. But
this is not the way in which an or-
ganisation which had been in exist-
ence for a decade should liquidate
itself. The comrades from Workers
Fight correctly denounced this move
as an attempt to prevent further po-
litical discussions and to exclude
them from the new organisation.

Disputes over personal offences
and internal discipline should not be
used to avoid political discussions.
They are completely subordinate to
the political and programmatical is-
sues which are in dispute. These per-
sonal attacks are also damaging WA’s
own image. It is also an expression of
its lack of political argument. In our
brief relation with the WIL we experi-
enced how they often tried to substi-
tute manoeuvres and personal
intrigues for political debate.

On the other hand, WF is also
trapped in the same subjective web.
They are also using personal abuses
and adopting a paranoid attitude.
Threatening to use the bourgeois
courts is no way to stop WA and,
even worse, is discrediting WF. There
is no reason to call on the bourgeois
legal system and state to intercede in
a dispute over alleged sexual abuse
amongst people who call themselves
revolutionaries.

If WF do not think that the com-
rade made any mistake and that this
is an incident which is being used to
discredit WF’s editor, they could ap-
peal to the LTT’s control commission
or to a tribunal of the labour move-
ment. However, we think that we
should concentrate on the political
issues which are under debate.

We are experiencing the death of
what was a progressive left-oriented
Trotskyist current that came out of
the Healyite disintegration. Interest-
ingly, the LRCI, another left-
Trotskyist organisation, is also
moving to the right. The immediate
cause of this regression of both cur-
rents is their incapacity to understand
the post-1989 social
counterrevolutions and their adapta-
tion towards the new democratic-lib-
eral wave. While the LRCI is becoming
a cult around Harvey, the LTT is at-
omising.

More decisive is the tendency of
all currents of post-war Trotskyism
towards liquidating the vanguard
party. This makes the tendency to
shift away from revolutionary politics
towards petty bourgeois class inter-
ests impossible to reverse unless the
root causes in method and class com-
position are understood and cor-
rected. The LTT, like the LRCI,
reclaimed some of the elements of
orthodox Trotskyism in the 1980s, but
these were shallow developments
that could not survive counterrevo-
lutionary defeats of the 1980s and
1990s.

WA is moving away from what re-
mains of the programmatic achieve-
ments of the WIL. In that process
many former LTT comrades are being
demoralised and the resistance that
some comrades are making is insuffi-
cient.

We demand WA stop its dirty war
against WF and that WF should aban-
don its threat to use the bourgeois
courts. Both groups should renounce
subjective disputes and discuss in
front of the class and the vanguard
their real political differences so they
can be judged in the court of the class
struggle l

has dissolved. While most of the
WIL’s former members are now out-
side any group, two of its offsprings
(Workers Action and Workers Fight)
are now engaged in a bitter dispute.

This article will examine the politi-
cal achievements of the WIL and the
reasons for its collapse, and argue
that these, and the problems that the
two different groups are facing today,
are consequences of the legacy of
Healyism in particular, and post-war
‘orthodox’ Trotskyism in general.

In 1985 under the pressure of the
collapse of the left before Thatcher’s
neo-liberal offensive, the British WRP
fell apart and the comrades who later
set up the WIL supported the wrong
side in the split. They backed Gerry
Healy’s minority. In 1987 they created
a new group, the WIL, which was
very much influenced by left ortho-
dox Trotskyist currents like Workers
Power, the International Trotskyist
Committee and comrades like Al
Richardson.

They rejected their former view that
the anti-‘Pabloite’ International Com-
mittee was the most progressive side
in the breakdown of the Fourth Inter-
national in 1953-54.

 After the creation of the League
for a Revolutionary Communist Inter-
national (LRCI) in September 1989,
Workers Power and the WIL engaged
in fusion talks. Unfortunately the
process was aborted. WP initially
tried to push for a quick unification
without previous serious discussions
and joint actions. This provoked an
early rupture.

Workers Power had developed an
orthodox Trotskyist position. How-
ever, WP’s orthodoxy proved to be
shallow. In the early 1990s under pres-
sure from the transition in the work-
ers’ states, WP adopted an optimistic
view of the world period. They viewed
the transition in the east initially as
the beginning of a political revolu-
tion. This led to a retreat from revolu-
tionary defencism. WP started to
consider Stalinism as the main enemy,
so that it was necessary to make
united fronts with bourgeois demo-
crats and nationalists against it.

The LRCI ceased to be an ortho-
dox Trotskyist group as it revised its
programmatic positions and organi-
sational structure.

The WIL adopted a much more or-
thodox position on the nature of the
world situation and the character of
the transition from degenerate work-
ers’ states to bourgeois states. While
WP typified the international period
as a revolutionary one and for eight
years continued to describe all the
countries east of Germany as mori-
bund workers’ states, the WIL arrived
at the conclusion that in eastern Eu-
rope the states that were promoting
capitalism were incipient bourgeois
states. This meant that the period was
one of an international strategic de-
feat for workers at the hand of bour-
geois reactionary forces.

The WIL had a contradictory posi-
tion. On the one hand it managed to
adopt a more realistic analysis of the
period based on the counterrevolu-
tionary overthrow of the former work-
ers’ states. However, it never broke
completely with Healy’s Stalinopho-
bia. So while the WIL saw correctly
that the bourgeois counterrevolution
had the initiative and that it was the
greatest danger in the east, they did
not adopt a consistent revolutionary
defencist view.

In its last years the WIL openly re-
jected Marx’s and Engels’ conception
on the national question. They
adopted Rosdolski’s revision on the

he British Workers International
League (WIL), one of the most
leftwing of Trotskyists groups,
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l Our central aim is to reforge the Communist
Party of Great Britain. Without this Party the
working class is nothing; with it, it is everything.

l The Communist Party serves the interests of
the working class. We fight all forms of oppor-
tunism and revisionism in the workers’ move-
ment because they endanger those interests. We
insist on open ideological struggle in order to
fight out the correct way forward for our class.

l Marxism-Leninism is powerful because it is
true. Communists relate theory to practice. We
are materialists; we hold that ideas are determined
by social reality and not the other way round.

l We believe in the highest level of unity among
workers. We fight for the  unity of the working
class of all countries and subordinate the struggle
in Britain to the world revolution itself. The
liberation of humanity can only be achieved
through world communism.

l The working class in Britain needs to strike as
a fist. This means all communists should be
organised into a single Party. We oppose all
forms of separatism, which weakens our class.

l Socialism can never come through parliament.
The capitalist class will never peacefully allow
their system to be abolished. Socialism will only
succeed through working class revolution and the
replacement of the dictatorship of the capitalists
with the dictatorship of the working class. Social-
ism lays the basis for the conscious planning of
human affairs: ie, communism.

l We support the right of nations to self-
determination. In Britain today this means the
struggle for Irish freedom should be given full
support by the British working class.

l Communists are champions of the oppressed.
We fight for the liberation of women, the ending
of racism, bigotry and all other forms of chauvin-
ism. Oppression is a direct result of class society
and will only finally be eradicated by the ending
of class society.

l War and peace, pollution and the environment
are class questions. No solution to the world’s
problems can be found within capitalism. Its
ceaseless drive for profit  puts the world at risk.
The future of humanity depends on the triumph
of communism.
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eaders will have noted last
week’s letter from Alan Gibson
on behalf of the Marxist Bul-

ganisation, they illustrate something
quite important about MB’s sectar-
ian method.

Frankly, these seminar titles have
the feel of either being banged out
quite casually without any genuine
thought as to what our Party major-
ity actually stands for, or having been
cobbled together by an out-of-touch
international leadership with a ‘left-
Stalinist’ template already in mind for
the CPGB.

This notwithstanding, our organi-
sation was prepared to accept this
series. We estimated that at least one
section of participants in such meet-
ings might find the proceedings en-
lightening - the MB comrades.

However, we have totally rejected
demands from the comrades that other
left organisations and individuals are
excluded, and that no reports are per-
missible in the Worker Worker. In a
meeting between representatives on
November 25 convened to discuss
details, the MBers indicated that they
would find open publication accept-
able only after the series had ended.

Readers with a command of elemen-
tary maths will note that - with the
interruption of the schedule by other
meetings - the comrades were thus
proposing that reporting restrictions
be imposed for nearly one year.

Challenged on this, the MBers sug-
gested that reports in the Weekly
Worker - as evidenced by our com-
ments on their participation in the
‘Against economism’ school - were
so full of “misrepresentations” that
too much time would be wasted re-
sponding to them. Yet last week, com-
rade Gibson fired off a reply on behalf
of MB - in other words, precisely the
open, democratic procedure urged on
them in the first place and rejected at
the November 25 meeting as “a waste
of time”.

In fact, what we can draw from this
puzzling episode is further confirma-
tion of the nature of this group.

The last Marxist Bulletin was ac-
tually in May of this year. Strangely
for a political organisation, the com-
rades appear to feel no imperative to
publish, to see their views in public,
where they can be assessed and per-
haps attacked by others. Evidently,
this reticence even extends to being
unwilling to fill the space offered to
them in this widely read newspaper,
let alone going to all the time and ef-
fort of producing a journal them-
selves.

This brings to mind a polemical ex-
change this paper had with the
Spartacist League/Britain (interna-
tionally the parent organisation of the
IBT, of course) last year. We wrote of
the “ponderously bureaucratic” and
“excruciatingly slow lumbering” of
the SL/B’s political life, evidenced by
their rarely glimpsed press (Weekly
Worker January 16 1997). This “pain-
fully slow pace provides a protective
shield to the SL/B. Working at such a
polemical pace, it is impossible to do
much more than simply reiterate po-
sitions, rather than provide proof,
clarification and justification. This is
why we offered a robust polemical
exchange in the pages of this more
frequent and influential paper - a
clash, given the SL/B’s evident po-
litical fragility, we speculated would
probably be the death of it. Clearly,

the SL/B thought so too” (Weekly
Worker April 10 1997).

And clearly the MB can see its
point. Yet it is axiomatic for Marxists
that open publication is an essential
requirement of the fight for precisely
the type of political clarity the com-
rades purport to be fighting for. MB/
IBT’s laid back attitude illustrates that
it is actually seeking something other
than “clarity”. The purpose of the
organisation is not to change the real
world - a hard process of testing and
re-elaborating programme. The ac-
tivity of the group is strictly subordi-
nated to the preservation of the
integrity of a dogma and the sect or-
ganisational apparatus that serves it.

Perhaps comrade Gibson’s letter of
last week indicates that the comrades
are breaking at long last from this.
This is to be welcomed, although it
would surely spell death for the MB/
IBT as currently constituted. Open
debate would inevitably reveal dif-
ferences of opinion and perspective
in its ranks. Such differences - even
the most nuanced - are enough to
precipitate crisis within organisations
based on ‘agreement with’ rather than
‘acceptance of ’ a collective pro-
gramme that brims with as much ex-
traneous detail as the MB/IBT’s.

Thus, the MB/IBT recently lost
comrade Ian Donovan - who now pro-
duces Revolution and Truth. He left
over whether it was correct to offer
critical electoral support to workers’
parties involved in popular fronts.
Incredibly - despite the fact that all
sides in the dispute agreed that
“nothing of immediate application”
in terms of the work of the group was
raised by the non-discussion (in

other words, practice was not in-
volved), comrade Donovan felt it nec-
essary to resign.

Of course, it is easy to criticise the
comrade for this - and this paper has.
However, it should also be noted that
he was following a method lodged in
the IBT since inception. In a commu-
nication to IBTers internationally,
Adaire Hannah on behalf of the or-
ganisation’s international secretariat,
characterises this question as one of
the “fundamentals of its politics … [a
matter that is] settled in our tradition”
(my emphasis, undated). Clearly, po-
lemic is dangerous territory for such
comrades.

Essentially, comrade Gibson’s let-
ter asserts that the charge of ‘econo-
mism’ against the MB/IBT is
misplaced on the strength of the evi-
dence presented. Specifically, a leaf-
let issued by the comrades around the
Steve Hedley dispute was character-
ised as “economistic” by comrade
Danny Hammill (Weekly Worker No-
vember 12). This leaflet states - cor-
rectly - that “railworkers need what
all workers need - secure jobs, good
pay, strong unions, decent free
healthcare, good education and more
leisure time”.

Comrade Gibson however cites the
very next paragraph as proof against
the “economism” charge. This states
that “militant trade unionism by itself
is not enough to get what we need ...
We need to build caucuses in the
unions around a political programme
for working class state power that can
successfully meet the assaults of the
bosses.” The leaflet ends with the
flourish - “Break with the New Labour
traitors! Union funds only for pro-
working class candidates! For a work-
ers’ party funded by the unions to
fight for a workers’ government!”

This is perfect, comrades. Really,
we could not have illustrated the mis-
erable method of left economism bet-
ter if we had tried to concoct a parody
of it ourselves. In terms of the imme-
diate demands the MB/IBT advance
for the struggle in the here and now,
we get a series of low-level, essen-
tially ‘economic’ calls that on face
value could be accepted by most peo-
ple to the left of William Hague.

But tacked on the end is the sup-
posedly distinctly ‘Trotskyist’ fea-
ture: the demand for ‘socialism’, a
“workers’ government” - in reality
such abstract slogans are common to
the entire economistic spectrum - from
the Bennites to the SWP. The realm
of high politics, the question of how
the people of this country are ruled
and by whom, the task of making the
working class the hegemon of the
fight for democracy - all of this is left
unaddressed. Comrade Gibson at-
tempts - naively or cynically - to re-
strict the definition of economism to
the denial of the need for any sort of
politics. Assuming this falsehood, he
seriously suggests that blandly stat-
ing, “Militant trade unionism by it-
self is not enough”, or we need a
“workers’ government” is sufficient
to absolve the MB/IBT of the charge
of economism!

Perhaps before the comrades
present another tetchy defence they
could perhaps expend some energy
to find out what economism is l

Mark Fischer

letin, British section of the Interna-
tional Bolshevik Tendency (Weekly
Worker December 3). Alan complains
of the “misrepresentations” of his
organisation’s positions in the report
of our ‘Against economism’ school
(Weekly Worker November 12). Cen-
trally, he contends that the charge of
economism directed against MB was
not proved, but simply reiterated from
an “ill-thought out comment made by
a CPGB speaker during the discus-
sion”. Indeed, he goes so far as to
suggest that we have a practice of
distorting the politics of our oppo-
nents - something for which we are
“increasingly well known on the left”
(all Alan Gibson/MB quotes from
Weekly Worker December 3 unless
otherwise stated).

We dismiss his accusation about
our credibility. It deserves contempt.
The fact that Alan and his comrades
raise such a smokescreen says noth-
ing about the veracity of reports in
this paper; everything about the po-
litical sensitivity of those on the re-
ceiving end of them. When we call
centrists, national socialists or reform-
ists by their proper names and pro-
vide evidence for our assertions,
those attacked often complain that we
are “misrepresenting” them, or even
telling “sensational lies”.

Frankly, comrades, if this paper sim-
ply filled its pages with “lies” and dis-
tortions then nobody at all would be
worried about it and its circulation
would not make it one of the most
influential papers on the left. What
would be the point of taking it, still
less replying to it?

This paper follows Lenin’s blunt
maxim, aussprechen was ist - to say
what is. It is not distortion, but accu-
racy that our opponents object to. For
examples, let us cite the Socialist Al-
liance, the SLP, the SWP, the Social-
ist Party and the CPB-Morning Star
split. Those who want the truth turn
to the Weekly Worker. Our method al-
ways has been to report facts to the
best of our ability and to draw a sharp
line of demarcation between Leninist
politics and opportunism.

Thus, comrades - particularly
those who participated in our school
and witnessed the political knots
comrade Gibson and other MBers tied
themselves into, not least over the
slogan for a federal republic - will
need little convincing that what has
actually hurt these comrades is our
accurate reporting of their problems.
Indeed, if further proof were needed
of the charge of economism against
the Marxist Bulletin , comrade
Gibson’s brief letter generously sup-
plies ample evidence of it. But I will
come to this later. In the meantime it
is worthwhile shading in some of the
background to the exchange. This will
explain why we were pleasantly sur-
prised to receive an invitation from
the comrades.

The Communist Party was ap-
proached by the MB comrades for a
“series of discussions between our
two organisations to follow on from
discussions at the Communist Uni-
versity and continue the process of
movement towards political clarity
between our organisations” (letter,
October 4 1998). Concretely, the com-
rades proposed five meetings - on the
united front, the popular front, World
War II, permanent revolution and the
national question - at six-weekly in-
tervals.

Before going on, a comment is in
order on the narrowness of the top-
ics proposed for study. The leader-
ship of our organisation was prepared
to accept them without amendment,
as they appeared to be the issues that
the MBers regarded themselves as
strong on. Given that we are keen to
engage with these comrades, we were
anxious not to place any obstacles in
the way of meeting them. However,
as a means of engaging with our or-



hilean society is deeply di-
vided. The arrest of Augusto
Pinochet on October 16 and

suspends Judge Carlos Cerda for re-
fusing to invoke the 1978 amnesty
law to dismiss a case relating to the
disappearance of 13 persons.
l May 28 1993: armed soldiers in cam-
ouflage uniform appear near the presi-
dential palace in a calculated threat
to the continuation of human rights
trials. Military courts subsequently
dismiss 14 cases and the Supreme
Court applies the amnesty law to
seven others.
l September 23 1993: the Supreme
Court upholds the decision of a mili-
tary court to apply the amnesty law
to close the investigation of the clan-
destine cemetery at Pisagua, where
19 bodies of disappeared prisoners
were discovered.
l October 1993: the Supreme Court
refuses an application by the Cham-
ber of Deputies for a special prosecu-
tor to investigate the assassination

of Allende’s defence minister, gen-
eral Carlos Prats, in Buenos Aires in
1973.
l October 5 1996: Communist Party
general secretary Gladys Marin is
jailed for two days on charges of defa-
mation after calling Pinochet “a psy-
chopath who reached power by
means of intrigue, treason and crime”.

Sending back Pinochet to Chile for
‘trial’ would have been the equiva-
lent of freeing him. That is why it re-
mains correct for us - be we in Britain,
Chile or Spain - to keep up the pres-
sure for his extradition to where he
really will stand trial. But that is not
all that must be done. A guilty ver-
dict would be gratifying. But now is
the time to overturn the Pinochet con-
stitution in Chile.

As a life senator, Pinochet is im-
mune from prosecution. Neverthe-
less, the seemingly innocent offer

from foreign minister José Miguel
Insuzla to pursue 11 existing legal
cases against him has been the crack
in the wall which has opened a flood
of questions about the ‘reconcilia-
tion’ process in Chile.

From the time of the coup against
Salvador Allende’s Popular Unity
government on September 11 1973,
Pinochet’s regime justified itself in
terms of anti-Sovietism. The coup was
referred to as the ‘day of national res-
toration’ by the right wing, and
claimed as a defence of the nation and
constitution against communism.
Pinochet was given full backing by
the US. Secretary of state Henry
Kissinger famously said: “I don’t see
why we should stand idly by and see
a country turn Marxist because of the
stupidity of its own people.”

On April 19 1978 the military junta
declared the amnesty law. The law

pardons all individuals who commit-
ted crimes between September 11 1973
and March 10 1978: that is, through-
out the state of siege period. This
piece of legalism was followed up with
the drafting of a new constitution and
its approval in a sham plebiscite on
September 11 1980. The 1980 Pinochet
constitution included several ‘transi-
tional’ articles which ended with the
return to civilian rule in 1990.

As well as demanding justice
against Pinochet, the Chilean left must
campaign for the total rejection of the
constitution and all the legal protec-
tions for the former regime. The cur-
rent legal and judicial system cannot
be relied upon to deliver justice. The
demand must be for the reopening of
all cases of the disappeared through
a rejection of the 1978 amnesty de-
cree and the convocation of a con-
stituent assembly.

The arrest of Pinochet must be
placed in the context of the New World
Order. Despite having no Soviet rival,
imperialism, under the hegemony of
the United States, needs political le-
gitimacy for its global domination.
The new doctrine of making dictators
pay, even if they are the ‘legitimate’
heads of state, initially applied to
rogue regimes. It is permissible to gun
for Saddam Hussein, Kim Jong il or
Slobodan Milosevic - this was all test-
run when the US invaded Panama to
arrest Manuel Noriega, then public en-
emy number one. Now that doctrine
has been extended to ex-dictators. Im-
perialism is cloaking itself in democ-
racy. It can do that only in conditions
of working class passivity and defeat.
That can and must be changed.

An upsurge to sweep away Pinoc-
het’s constitution would open up the
possibility of the working class and
its organisations winning political
hegemony. Only then should the Chil-
ean people accept the return of the
dictator, in the full expectation of win-
ning justice at last l

Marcus Larsen

this week’s decision by Jack Straw
that he must be extradited to Spain
have carried with them the threat of
reopening all the old wounds. This
threat of ‘destabilising Chile’s fragile
democracy’ has been one of the main
arguments from Pinochet’s support-
ers in their demand to free the self-
appointed ‘senator for life’. This is
nothing less than a veiled threat of a
coup. There is in other words a bur-
geoning constitutional crisis.

According to a Mori poll 60% of
Chileans believe he is guilty of mass
crimes. Only 16% think he is inno-
cent. And 57% want him to face trial.
But the majority is so far passive. As
a result Pinochet’s supporters are
more visible.

The difference is programme. The
Chilean right is out to save its consti-
tution. However, the left is not out to
destroy it. According to the British/
Chilean Ad-hoc Committee for Jus-
tice, up to 500 rightists are on their
way to Britain to demonstrate for
Pinochet’s release. They must be
swamped. We in Britain must organ-
ise mass demonstrations insisting his
extradition be upheld and demanding
his jailing in Spain. This is the best
way to encourage and empower the
working class in Chile.

Far from fearing the reopening of
political divisions, the working class
movement in Chile can use this op-
portunity to solve the country’s con-
stitutional crisis positively. Falling
meekly behind ‘official’ Chilean soci-
ety and its liberal and socialist
spokespersons actually emboldens
the right and the forces of reaction.

Even though there has been civil-
ian rule since 1990, Chile has a bla-
tantly undemocratic constitution.
Moreover, the active participation of
the military in political life continues
both overtly as well as covertly. And
the constitution reserves a permanent
role for the armed forces as ‘guaran-
tors’ of the nation’s institutions.
Pinochet himself only retired as head
of the armed forces in March this year,
to immediately take his seat as sena-
tor for life - despite demonstrations to
oppose him.

On numerous occasions since the
handover to a civilian president, those
who have suggested that Pinochet be
prosecuted have themselves been
threatened, attacked, arrested or im-
prisoned, and actions against human
rights violators have been frustrated.

Examples include:
l September 26 1990: three journalists
are jailed by military courts for caus-
ing ‘offence to the armed forces’.
l January 26 1991: the Supreme Court


